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Abstract: The author shows toponymic research method on 

specific examples of geographical names of various areas of the 

spread of plants to study the patterns of landscape development of 

Kazakhstan in different historical periods. Toponyms associated with 

plant world can inform about the past or the present dissemination of 

certain types of plants that helps to recreate the pattern of historic 

landscapes. Global climate change and human-caused activities have 

generated a number of global environmental catastrophes. One of the 

most important global problems of the humanity in the XXI century 

is the problem of nature and natural resources protection, the study of 

changes in the landscapes as a whole, and in particular the 

clarification of distribution areas of selected species of flora in 

different historical periods are important. Present-day scientific 

investigations use various techniques; among them a great interest is 

shown to the toponymic approach. 

The toponymic approach of scientific research of landscapes in 

geographic aspects has been poorly explored yet. The principles of 

landscape development are identified through certain examples of 

geographical names of the area associated with plant names. As a 

result, based on the analysis of toponymy, the prevalence of place 

names related to local phytonyms gives specific geoecological 

information about the wealth and diversity of the plant cover of the 

area in ancient times and the existence of some of today's relic plants. 

Thus, geographical directions and the toponymic approach in 

scientific research of landscapes aims to design the content of 

rehabilitation and reconstruction work for the protection of the 

landscape. 
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I. AIMS AND BACKGROUND 

One of the main trends in the development of modern 

toponymy is the study not only individual place names, but 

holistic territorial toponymic systems as well. A territorial 

toponymic system is understood to be a natural combination 

of geographical names that exist in a territory and in a certain 

way relate to objects – carriers of names
1
.  

One of the most important global problems of the humanity 

in the XXI century is the problem of nature and natural 

resources protection, the study of changes in the landscapes as 

a whole, and in particular the clarification of distribution areas 

of selected species of flora and fauna in different historical 

periods. Present-day scientific investigations use various 

techniques; among them a great interest is shown to the 

toponymic approach. It is known that any geographical name 

occurs at a certain point in history and in a particular natural 

environment, so the majority of place-names contains a very 

valuable historical and geographical information, reflecting 

the physical and geographical features of the area2. 

II. THE ORIGINAL DATA AND RESEARCH METHODS 

The concept "ecological toponymy" was for the first time 

mentioned in literature in 1993. Its main objective is to study 

toponymic evidence of physical and geographical conditions 

and landscape of the past, the impact of eco-factors on the 

displacement and adapting of ethnic groups to a new social 

and geographical and landscape environment, restoration of 

areas of biocenoses and certain species of plants and animals, 

lost as a result of anthropogenesis. In view of this objective, 

the ecological toponymy is a geographical problem of 

anthropogenic dynamics of geosystems, as wrote S. N. Basik 

"correlated by information that reflects economic 

development process"3. E. L. Lyubimova, E. M. Murzayev, V. 

S. Zhekulin, Kh. L. Khanmagomedov, S. Z. Mahacheva, A. N. 

Gebekova,      G. I. Hornauli, A. A. Seybutis, R. M. 

Yuzbashev, E. B. Nuriyev and others were the first scholars to 

conduct pioneer research of this problem. 

E. L. Lyubimova and E. M. Murzayev in the first half of 

1960s indicated areas of distribution of oak and hornbeam in 

the territory of the Russian plain, which in the Middle Ages 

had been spread much wider. In the geographical names of 12 

southern regions of the Russian Plain, starting from the 

Kaluga and Ryazan regions and including Kharkov, Voronezh 

and Poltova regions, out of place-names related to ancient 

timber species, names associated with the word "oak" prevail 
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totally. Their number is 327; and in 8 northern regions starting 

from the Moscow and Smolensk and finishing in the 

Leningrad regions, 691 names of population centers with the 

words "Oak" and "Pine wood" and 714 with the word "Pine" 

have been noted, which are not widely spread nowadays4,5.  

There are a lot of Kazakh toponyms that contain the names 

of plants and trees, which are growing in various 

physiographic areas. The toponyms of Kazakhstan do not 

contain the names of all the plant varieties. These are only 

those varieties that were more or less significant in the 

economic and etnocultural life of Kazakhs. The names of 

plants and trees are the most frequent parts of Kazakhstan 

place names, such as: koga – a plant from the cattail family; 

karagan – black wattle; kuray – salt grape; kiyak – wild rye; 

olen – grass; teken – spiculum, smooth carline; arpa – barley; 

shi – cheegrass; alma – apple tree; arsha – juniper; karagay, 

terek – poplar; bidai – wheat; bidaiyk – bluegrass; boz – 

bulrush; tal – willow; zhusan – sage; itmurun – briar; kendyk 

– hemp6. 

The toponyms are related to the plant world. They can 

inform about past and present proliferation of certain plants, 

which allows to restore the picture of historic landscapes. 

These include such names as Arshaly, Arshaty, Karagay, 

Itmuryn, Karagash. The names of different varieties of hemp 

that usually grow in mountainous jailows (yermen = hemp); 

the names of wild onion (piyaz, zhua). Some orographical 

names, a part of which is the name of onion, date back to very 

ancient epochs. For example, the name of Pamir (called 

Cōnglǐng by Chinese) is translated as "onion mountains". The 

toponyms with "agash"stem are considered ancient, even 

though some of them might have emerged relatively recently 

(figure 1). 

When researching the place names of Northern Kazakhstan 

and later those of Southern Kazakhstan a direct relation was 

established between many geographical names and the fauna 

of the region. Kazakhstan ranks high in terms of growing of 

wild useful plants. There are more than 12,000 varieties of 

medical plants in Kazakhstan and sage occupies a privileged 

place among them. The deserts of Southern Kazakhstan are 

represented by various spicula due to water deficit. These 

plants are the main food source for camels and are mentioned 

in 16 toponyms of Kazakhstan. Shagaly is the name of a 

region, where white-ground sage (Artemіsаsterae alba) is 

growing. Karagan is a representative of legumes, whereas 

kyzylsha is a representative of Chenopodiaceae family (beets 

or red bushy saltwort). The phytotoponyms such as kiyak 

(wild rye) are frequent in the south of Kazakhstan7. 

The peculiarities of regional dissemination of plant cover 

determine a system of its seasonal use. There were short-term 

temperature and moisture changes during warm humid and 

cold arid epochs of alluvium period, which are restored on a 

1000-year time scale. Short-term changes of wetting were 

discovered in the upper formations of lacustrine deposits of 

closed drainless basin of Aksor lake in Pavlodar Irtysh River 

region, which emerged during the last Sartan glaciation. 

Cyclical sequence of lake sands, polygonal primary sand 

strings and horizons of desert eolation and selective blowout 

were detected in its traverse section. This is a reflection of 

sharp temperature changes and climate wetting regimes. 

Reconstruction of nature and climate changes showed that 

periodical sharp changes of temperature and moisture regimes 

happened at least 8 times 24 – 16 thousand years ago. At that 

time, there was an alternation of phases of extremely cold, 

extra-arid climate when the lake basin dried out, its bed was 

freezing, primary send strings were emerging and deflation 

processes prevailed and the phases of moderately cold, more 

humid climate, when the glaciers melted and the lake basin 

was filling with water. The length of these cycles was 1,100 – 

1,300 years8. 

V. S. Kornilova – a paleophytologist – suggests in her 

Paleontological research that the precipitation level in the 

Irtysh River region near Pavlodar reached as high as 800 mm 

and the average annual temperature reached +250-280 during 

Paleogene. That's why, there were mostly mixed forests in the 

watersheds, which consisted of evergreen trees. For example, 

laurel, magnolia and wuchang (Cinnamomum). There were 

also trees with seasonal leaves (e.g. oak, sassafras, purple 

heart) among them.  

The citizens of Pavlodar region will be surprised to know 

that the river valleys and river islands were covered with 

forests, where fern, andromeda and pepperidge were growing. 

They were part of unique and beautiful landscape. Nowadays, 

these plants can be spotted in the south-east and south-west of 

North America (Florida and California states) only. The 

relation of toponymic research and landscape changes is 

reflected in the problems dealing with the area of phytonyms 

(toponyms, which emerged on the basis of plants names) 

spread. The vegetation cover as an active component can be 

regarded as an object, which vectors paleoclimatic and 

paleogeographic research9. 
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Fig.1. Map of phytotoponyms in Kazakhstan  

(compiled by K. T. Saparov and A.Y. Yeginbayeva ) 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The names of some phyto-toponyms reflect vegetative 

peculiarities of the area and "give a hint" as to which useful 

plants can grow in the specific region (Table 1).  

For example, Tikinekti konys – a settlement, where a lot of 

spicula are growing. The name Zhusandy konys suggests that 

there is a lot of sage. In the beginning of summer animals 

prefer cats tail (Typha) – koga. This is a good animal food 

before other grasses emerge. However, these plants loose their 

palatable properties with time and become inappropriate for 

animal consumption. Nowadays, such toponyms as Kogaly (3 

lakes, 2 settlements), Akkoga, Karakoga (4 lakes, 3 

settlements) also testify the wide spread of this plant. People 

know that areas rich in zhusan (sage), koga (cats tail) and 

tikinek (spines) are good as pastures for sheep and camels. 

Wild rye is a part of many hydronyms. Wild rye (sedge, 

bulrush) is a perennial plant, which plays an important role in 

animal feed production. 

Juncaceous phytonyms (kaz. "kamys") are met in 40 

geographical names (e.g. Beskamys, Karakamys, Sarykamys, 

Maikamys, Mailykamys, Kuskamys, Kurkamys, 

Zhamankamys, Zharymkamys, Uzynkamys, Bauyrkamys, 

Ayakamys, etc.).  

Sukamys – "water cane", "watery cane". Kamyskopa – "a 

cane that is growing on clay soil", Sarkamys – "a cane that is 

growing on salty surface", Ashchykamys – "salty cane", 

Tushchykamys – "savorless cane". Cane is used as a 

construction material in our region. Besides, reed is an 

important habitat for birds, water animals and fish 

reproduction.  

Zhalpakshy settlement suggests that the most part of its 

territory was occupied by shi plant – cheegrass. The name of 

Kiikshi mountain means that cheegrass was growing near its 

bottom and roe deer were living in the mountains. 

This analysis of cane, allows to adjust the areas of its 

growing as it is necessary in moderate amounts as a habitat 

for fish, birds and water animals reproduction. At the same 

time it is not recommended to let it freely grow as cane 

infestation diminishes water surface area and prevents people 

from entering into water. That's why it is necessary to 

organize cutting of cane in this area to use it as a construction 

material.  

Bozdy-seleuli soil means "untouched (virgin) land". E. 

Koyshybayev suggests that "bozaygyr" is a compound word, 

which consists of 2 roots. The term "boz" is used in those 

places, where sheep fescue and needle grass are growing, 

whereas "boz" notion means flat surface, where grasses are 

growing, e.g.: Bozaygyr, Bozaygyrsor, Bozaral, Bozsha, 

Bozshakol, Bozbai, Bozalan, Boztogai, Boztomar. The "boz" 

plant (needle grass) is mainly used as horse feed, 

consequently horse breeding can be established in these 

regions6. 

Another root, which is frequently met in phytonyms is 

"bidaiyk" (bluegrass). Bluegrass is one of the important plants 

as it is an important grazing feed for cattle. There are 33 place 

names containing "bidaiyk" word in Pavlodar region: 

Akbidaiyk, Karabidaiyk, Sarybidaiyk (these names are based 

on color perception), Shengelbidaiyk, Shiliktibidaiyk, 

Kosbidaiyk, Elubidaiyk (these names are given based on the 

amount of growing places), "Zharykbidaiyk". This name 

describes soil, where bidaiyk is growing: due to running water 

the soil was cracking into strips, which are covered with 

bidaiyk during spring and summer. An unusual name of the 

settlement – Erkebidaiyk – suggests that bidaiyk is growing 

here very well and enjoys playing with the wind. Another 

plant – "olen" (sedge) is as important the previous one. For 

example, Olenty river, Olenty station. Sedge and bluegrass are 

used in cattle farming.  

Another plant – "mia" (licorice) – is also widely spread in 

Pavlodar region. This plant possesses healing properties. 

Moreover, it stimulates weight gain in sheep. Mialy (2 lakes, 

4 settlements) suggests that this region is good for sheep 

growing and for pharmaceutical business establishment. 

Karagai (pine) is an epibiotic plant. A piny wood is running in 

Irtysh River concavity along the south-eastern border of Eastern-

Siberian valley. That's why there are a lot of place names in 

Pavlodar region that contain the name of this plant: e.g., 

Karagai (river and distr.), Karagaily (distr.), Karagailybulak 

(river), Karagailytas (mountain – 677 m), Zhalgyzkaragai 

(distr.), Topkaragai (distr.), Beskaragai (settlement), 

Zhuzkaragai (distr)., Maikaragai (settlement)6.  

These names were given based on availability of this tree, 

quantity of trees in the region or the oil properties of trees. 

Pines are known to be able to break through granite stones of 

Bayanaul mountains: this is confirmed by orographical name 

Karagailytas, which is translated as "pine stone". Sixty to 

hundred years are required to grow a pine. As we see, 

significant time is required for pine recovery. Pines are very 

beneficial for mankind. Pine woods protect soil from erosion, 

deflation (protection of sandy soils from wind), regulate the 

ground water table by means of snow catching, the roots of 

these trees pump ground water onto the surface, the tree 

consumes carbon dioxide and produce oxygen. Due to these 

properties conifers stimulate healing of human respiratory and 

nervous systems.  

That's why it is good to build resorts and recreation 

facilities in pine woods. A new health resort was opened in 

2008 in Shalday village of Sharbakty district, Pavlodar region. 

Pavlodar region is good to establish health resorts to cure 

respiratory and nervous systems of people. Special points of 

collection of medical herbs for pharmaceutical purposes 

should be established in pine woods9.   
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TABLE I. PHYTOTOPONYMS OF PAVLODAR REGION, WHICH REFLECT THE REGION'S VEGETATION COVER (BY K. T. SAPAROV) 

№ Phytonyms  Orographical 

names  (phytonyms, 

which are related to 

the relief) 

Hydronyms  

(phytonyms, which 

are related to the water 

space) 

Oikonyms 

(phytonyms, which 

are related to inhabited 

locality) 

Other 

toponyms 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 Agash – tree 12 4 10  

2 Аigyr – wild rye 7 3 5  

3 Аlka – nightshade - 1 -  

4 Аrsha* – juniper 1 - 1  

5 Betege – fescue - 1 1  

6 Biday – wheat 1 - 2  

7 Bidaiyk – couch grass 21 10 2  

8 Dolana – hawthorn 1 1 2  

9 Itmuryn – briar berries 3 2 1  

10 Kaiyn – birch 10 4 5 1 

11 Kokterek – aspen 2 4 2 - 

12 Kamys – reed 16 27 3 2 

13 Karagay* – pine 12 2 5  

14 Karaganа – caragana 7 2 1  

15 Karakat – currant - 1 -  

16 Kiyak – sedge 2 9 1  

17 Koga / olen – cattail 7 6 2  

18 Miya – glycyrrhiza - 1 -  

19 Moiyl* – bird-cherry  4 1 1  

20 Oshagan/tikenek – thorn 7 6 4  

21 Sarymsak – garlic 5 7 2 1 

22 Zhua – wild leek 1 2 1  

23 Tal – willow 1 20 6  

24 Terek – poplar 11 7 9  

25 Тobylgy – meadowsweet 21 7 5 2 

26 Shi – chi     

27 Shilik– chilik     

28 Zhusan – sagebrush 2 3 2  

29 Boz – feather grass 6 9 6  

30 Kandykaraagash* – black 

alder 

1 1 - 1 

31 Shagan*– ash-tree 1 1 - 1 

32 Togay – tugay - 3 5 1 

 

* In bold plants, that require specific protective and remedial measures. 

 

Wood is a major ecologically clean construction material 

and many house building and furniture enterprises require it. 

At the same time it should be noted that man-induced pressure 

has become the key factor of extermination of this precious 

plant. Deforestation for the purpose of personal profit, 

intentional arson in order to write off pine trees on a certain 

territory result in geoecological problems. This problem 

should be solved comprehensively through the impact onto 

people's consciousness, especially that of young people. We 

think that the outreach should be performed through the text 

books on Geography, Ecology and Economics. Special 

courses on environment protection are also extremely 

important. Mass Media should continuously make 

publications targeted at solution of environmental problems. 

Arsha (juniper). This plant is listed in the Red Book of 

Kazakhstan. The varieties may include – red juniper or 

Kazakh juniper. It grows in granite massive of Bayanaul 

mountains. The names of mountains Arshaly, Arshaty 

describe the conditions of growing. Arsha possesses good 

healing properties and is under State control.  

Kokterek (aspen), terek (poplar), kaiyn (birch) The 

following phytotoponyms are known in our region: Besterek 

("five poplars"), Ushterek ("three poplars"), Kosterek ("a 

couple of poplars"), Baiterek ("ancient/eternal poplar"), 

Shubarterek ("variegated poplar"), Shockterek ("bunch of 

poplars"); Kaiyndy, Kaiynsha, Ushkaiyn, Basjkaiyn, 

Maikaiyn, Zharkaiyn. There are also adopted phytonyms, 

such as Beryozka (Birch), Beryozovyy Istok (Birch 

springhead), Malyye Bereznyaki (Small Birch town), 

Berezovka (Birch village), Topolevo (Poplar town), 

Podosinka (Aspen village), etc.  

There are a lot of aspen, birch and poplar outliers in the 

north of the region, particularly in Zhelezinskiy, Kashirsky 

and Irtyshsky districts. They consume carbon dioxide, they 

can act as healing plants, construction material, fuel, they 

make the landscape more beautiful. Unfortunately, there are 

no or few outliers in other districts of our region. At the same 

time such toponyms are "Maikain" indicate that birch used to 

be widely spread in this region. We think it is necessary to 

expand the range of these trees in Pavlodar region. They can 

be used in furniture production as they are ecologically clean 

and will not make any harm to human health. Moreover, 

aspen, birch or poplar wood would cost cheaper than pine 

wood as these outliers recover quicker (20-30 years). 
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Nowadays a quick solution should be found to expand the 

range of aspen, birch and poplar in Pavlodar region without 

any negative impact for agriculture.  

Pavlodar region is proud of kandykaraagash (European 

alder). Being an epibiotic plant it is known since the 

mammoth era (40,000 years ago). That's why the places 

where European alder is growing (Naizatas and Ungirtas 

districts) are colled "Natural Parks of Centuries". Nowadays, 

there is a severe problem of how to preservc this unique tree 

and expand its range. Shagan (Ash tree). It grows along water 

bodies. There are Shagan river and Shagan district in 

Pavlodar region in the eastern part of Saryarka. Until now the 

issue of expanding the range of this tree has not been risen. 

And this is extremely important as this tree is extinguishing in 

front of everybody. Residents of Maisky district have some 

knowledge about these trees as they can rarely be seen in the 

district. However, the residents of other districts can find out 

about these trees only from books. Ash tree is introduced in 

Pavlodar as one of the varieties that is used in sustainable 

building. If the tree is growing in our country, then we can 

expand its range. Economic calculations of ash tree stand 

growing are required. 

The names of phytonyms in north-eastern and eastern parts 

of Kazakhstan are almost similar. The differences and 

similarities of phytotoponyms' structure depend not only on 

physical and geographical factors, but also on the variety of 

plants in the region. The topsoil has changed due to the 

negative impact of man-induced factors (industry, 

Semipalatinsk firing range, etc). However, geographical 

names of ancient plant cover of the region provide an accurate 

geoecological information and suggest about a possibility to 

recover it (figure 2)10. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Diagram of comparative characteristics fitotoponyms East Kazakhstan region 

 

 
Fig. 3. Diagram of comparative characteristics fitotoponyms Pavlodar region 

 
It is obvious based on paleogeographical and 

paleobotanical research that there were forests (pine, fir-tree, 

lariks, cedar) along Irtish river. The names of plants preserved 

in toponyms are an indicator of landscape changing. As for 

East-Kazakhstan region, there are 1194 phytotoponyms, 

which contain 118 names of plants and accounts for 5,9% of 

all toponyms. This is 3 times more than in Pavlodar region 

(449 phytotoponyms, 40 phytonyms, 8,9%) (figure 3).  

Based on the analysis of toponymics, the frequency of 

phytonyms use in the Irtish river region of Pavlodar provides 

certain geoecological information about abundance and 

diversity of plants in this region during an ancient era, about 

today's existance of some epibiotic plants. This requires 

development of recovery and reconstruction measures for 

landscape protection.  

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

From the foregoing, inference should be drawn that based 

on all historical, including toponymic sources, changes can be 

revealed in the landscape as a whole and individual areas of 

particular species of flora, which is crucial for its recovery to 

the benefit of the humans. At the same time, certainly the 
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overall environmental picture and possible undesirable 

consequences should be considered. Kazakhstan’s rich natural 

environment contributed to partial preservation of the unique 

vegetable world which had been reflected in the names of 

geographic features. The study of geographical names of 

protected areas defined particularities of the natural 

landscapes. The presence of the ancient flora representatives 

in the names of geographical features, which were formed 

with participation of rare plants, was established8. 

The analysis of place-names revealed the relationship of 

geographic names with the natural environment. The study of 

the Kazakh geographic names made it possible to determine 

the historical areas of distribution of Kazakhstan flora. Issues 

relating to the protection of landscapes were justified in terms 

of geography and toponymy. Therefore, it became possible to 

identify, using the place-names, the principles of change 

(transformation) in landscape development processes. It was 

found that the physical and geographical and geo-ecological 

basis for the formation of place-names in Kazakhstan was a 

tool for the reconstruction of paleo-landscapes. 

The toponymic approach of scientific research of 

landscapes in geographic aspects has been poorly explored 

yet.  The principles of landscape development are identified 

through certain examples of geographical names of the area 

associated with plant names. As a result, based on the analysis 

of place-names, the authors found that the names of the plants 

reflect their accurate characterization and can be used for 

mapping vegetation types in Kazakhstan. 
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